Task Sheet: Cohort Scheduling

- **Cohort Online Study Group - Scheduling**
  - Topic: Understand how to participate in the Cohort Group.
  - Review the organization (Table of Contents) of APR Study Guide [Link]
  - Review the organization of the KSAs. [Link]
  - Review the Cohort Web Meeting Schedule [Link]
  - Review the Cohort Participation Checklist [Link]

- **Directions:** Task sheets will help you follow the curriculum module by module. Plan on reviewing the module material prior to the next web meeting. Full instructions are found within the Online Study Course.
  - APRPREP - Orientation video
  - 1-5 KSA Self-Assessment
  - Review your calendar and KSA Assessment - Make a weekly study plan
  - Set a target date for your Panel Presentation and Computer-based Examination - Post in your 1-4 Profile Introduction

- **Evaluation:** Consider sharing your work with a colleague you trust, or an APR Facilitator. Evaluate your performance and revise your work based on feedback. Share what you have learned in a Cohort Group Meeting and put these strategies to work in your professional situation.
  - Connect with an APR Facilitator or Study Partner
  - APRPREP - Web Meetings and Recordings
  - Cohort Group Meeting - Volunteer Form - Indicate your “best time” to present at least one or two activities this Cohort Session: [Scenario Practice Question - Module Notes - Book Review - Ethics Presentation - MBA Class Scenario - Case Problem Response - Panel Presentation Practice]

APRPREP - Online Study Course - Enrollment is required for these activities. [Enroll or Login]